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Spanish food is most often associated with chorizo, cured ham, and other meat tapas.But

cheer up, because there are also plenty of vegetarian-friendly dishes to choose from.This book

is broken into five sections:-Soups and Stews: Spanish food features a ton of great soups and

stews ranging from cold and refreshing gazpacho to warm, comforting spinach and garbanzo

stew.-Sauces: Learn a collection of powerhouse Spanish sauces including bravas sauce, mojo

picon, and romesco.-Faux Meats: Spanish food leans heavily on its unique meats and

sausages, but this section includes vegan versions of Spanish chorizo, morcilla, and

albóndigas.-Tapas: Everyone associates Spain with tapas, and you'll be able to throw a huge

vegan tapas bash with this section's recipes, which feature patatas bravas, tortilla de patatas

(an "egg" and potato omelet), eggplant rolls, and Spanish potato salad.-For Dinner: For full

Spanish meals, look no further than the paella, cocido (winter stew), stuffed eggplants, and

more in this section.

"This is an excellent primer to open you up to the world of Crystal Healing and the wisdom the

crystal kingdom holds! Shannon does an amazing job setting the stage for selecting the right

crystal allies for you and your healing journey and how to cleanse, charge, and activate them.

Most importantly, she teaches you how to establish a daily practice so you can truly, and more

deeply, connect with your healing allies in expansive ways!"-Margarita Alcantara, M.S. L.Ac.,

Shamanic Practitioner, Reiki Master/Teacher, Mentor, Chakra Expert, bestselling author of

Chakra Healing"I had the privilege of receiving an advanced reader copy of Crystal Wisdom.

As a Somatic Psychotherapist and Yoga Therapist, I have always been interested in crystals

and, throughout the years, have gathered many myself. The author opened my eyes up to a

whole new world about crystals. I had no idea how much there was to learn. She has a wealth

of knowledge about everything from the collection of them, their care, and their uses, and

gently lays out a beautiful guide on how to use them for support in your meditation for self-

awareness and grounding. I am so excited to use the crystals I have in a different way now, as

well as to investigate gathering more based on my current needs. I highly recommend this

book to anyone seeking deeper knowledge in this area for yourself, or especially for yoga

therapists for the proper use and recommendation of crystals for their client's support in

practice."-Ann Saffi Biasetti, Ph.D.; LCSWR; CIAYT, Author of Befriending Your Body: A Self-

Compassionate Approach to Freeing Yourself from Disordered Eating"It is hard to write a short

review for this book. How can one describe all the wonderful journeys this well-researched and

well-written book took me on? It is a must-have for anyone interested in using crystals for

spiritual growth and emotional healing. Each story delivers a meaningful lesson with clear

instructions that are easy to follow. It is a soul-enriching read. Use it well."-Marina Lando, M.S.,

Reiki Master and Teacher, Certified Aromatherapist, Published Author,

HarmonyLifeReiki.com"Over the years, I've collected many colorful and intricate crystals and

numerous books on gemstone properties and identification. Crystal Wisdom is the first book

I've found that provides personal, practical, step-by-step guidance on incorporating the energy

of these beautiful crystals into daily life. Each story that Shannon shares and every practice

she outlines in Crystal Wisdom offers readers the opportunity to dig deep into the wisdom that

lives within us all and provides a map for mindfulness and self-exploration. Ultimately, these

simple and accessible mindfulness practices are powerful tools to support personal



transformation with a little help from treasures from the earth."-Jill Sockman, Founder, Blue

Lotus Yoga, bluelotusnc.com--This text refers to the paperback edition.About the

AuthorSHANNON MARIE has enjoyed a life-long fascination with gemstones. She is a Certified

Professional Gemologist and has created custom gemstone jewelry for more than 15 years.

Shannon has studied Reiki, Yoga Therapy and has a Master's degree in Transpersonal

Psychology. Her Crystal Wisdom technique combines her expert knowledge of the unique

powers of gemstones with reflective practices to help ease life's challenges and ignite personal

transformation. She offers online courses and workshops through her website - www.Crystal-

Wisdom.com --This text refers to the paperback edition.
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The book by Shannon Marie has a rating of  5 out of 4.9. 80 people have provided feedback.
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